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About This Game

Theorem - a clever game which is easy to learn, but challenging to master...

Theorem is an abstract relaxing isometric 3d puzzle game in which you roll a cube in order to reach a goal, but one of its faces is
forbidden. Each colored tile has its own behavior - you can enable/disable mecanics, teleport yourself on another place, climb

up blocks, make use of impossible geometry, etc. 50 levels are available. Brain required ++
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I had some problems with latency when running this on Win 7 and a Laptop, and  the Dev responded quickly with offers of a
refund. THAT'S A GOOD DEV!

The game itself is worth the price if you like puzzle games, and there are some interesting mechanics that should have you
scratching your head a bit. Just be aware that the recommended system specs on the store page really do matter. I was able to
play the game despite these issues, and enjoyed it, but please don't ignore the specs and then go giving the dev poor reviews
because you have issues!!!
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